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Philips TV & Sound introduces premium performance  
Active Noise Cancelation headphone range for 2020 

 
Amsterdam, September 1st, 2020 - Exceptional sound quality, superior active noise-cancellation 
(ANC) performance and excellent passive isolation are the key focus for the three-model premium-
performance ANC headphone range from Philips TV & Sound: The range will include two high-
performance true wireless (TWS) in-ear earbuds and an over-ear ANC headphone 
 

• T8505 & T5505 true wireless models available in October and the H9505 over-ear model 
to be available in November. 

• Advanced Philips developed Hybrid ANC system offers superior performance. 
• Large, high-grade drive units fitted throughout the range. 
• TWS products feature acoustically tuned enclosures to ensure good passive noise 

isolation and superior sound quality. 
• Bluetooth 5.0 wireless technology for the most reliable connection. 
• Extended battery life throughout the range. 
• Dual microphone solution for crystal clear calls. 
• Quick charge facility via USB-C cable. 
• Touch & tap controls. 
• Philips Headphones App allows fine sound tuning and access to ANC pre-set modes. 
• T8505 true wireless buds have won a Red Dot design award in 2020 

 
True wireless, true performance.  
Philips T8505 TWS ANC earbuds. 
Colour: Black. Available: October    
 
The T8505 is the top performing, true wireless earbud from the Philips range, in-part due to large 
high-quality tuned 13mm neodymium drivers used together with Philips advanced ANC technology – 
with background Awareness feature - and excellent passive noise isolation. 
 
Great effort has been made to ensure an always comfortable fit. The T8505 
combines a circular body with angled oval acoustic tubes and a choice of three 
sizes of interchangeable ear-tip.  
 
The latest Bluetooth 5.0 wireless technology, with Google Fast Pair, makes it easy 
to automatically find and easily pair with Android devices. The T8505 is also easy-
to-use thanks to convenient, touch or tap controls to play, skip and pause tracks. 
Alternatively, a Push-to-talk facility allows hands-free, voice assistance via either 
Google Assistant or Siri. 
 
Long battery life guarantees playing time of up to 6 hours (5 hours playtime with 
ANC continually on) with an additional 18 hours of playtime via the compact 
wireless charging/carry case.  A quick charge is also available via a USB-C charging 
cable, offering one-hour playback in 15 minutes. 
 
A dual microphone solution ensures that receiving or making calls remains always crystal clear, an IR 
function detects when the ear buds are in-place while a role switch allows either bud to be used on 
their own in mono. 
  
The buds are also splash proof with a rating of IPX4 – perfect for outdoor use. 
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True performance, true value 
 
Phillips T5505 TWS ANC earbuds.  
Colour: Black   Available: October   
 

The T5505 offers a unique blend of premium sound quality and comfort for a 
mid-market price. 
 
Philips Advanced ANC system – with background Awareness features - 
combines with large, high-quality 8mm neodymium speakers, a round acoustic 
tube and three sizes of interchangeable ear tips to ensure great sound quality, 
comfort and passive noise isolation. 
 
Bluetooth 5.0 wireless technology ensures a reliable connection with Google 
Fast Pair to automatically find and easily connect to the user’s Android device. 
 
The T5505 is also easy-to-use thanks to convenient, touch or tap controls to 

play, skip and pause tracks. Alternatively, a Push-to-talk facility allows hands-free, voice assistance via 
either Google Assistant or Siri. 
 
Long battery life offers a playing time of up to 5 hours (4.5 hours playtime with ANC continually on) 
with an additional 15 hours of playtime via the wireless charging/carry case.  A quick charge is also 
available via a USB-C charging cable, offering one-hour playback in 15 minutes. 
 
A dual built-in microphone solution ensures that receiving or making calls is always crystal clear, an 
IR function detects when the ear buds are in-place while a role switch allows either bud to be used 
on their own in mono. 
  
The buds are also splash proof with a rating of IPX4. 
 
Optimum active noise-cancelling performance 
 
Philips H9505 Over-ear ANC headphones  
Colour: Black.  Available: November 
 
Lightweight and foldable by design with a smooth adjustable headband and large soft ear-cup 
cushions the H9505 combines great comfort - for long listening sessions – with premium noise-
cancelling and the potential for high-resolution sound performance, all with exceptional value-for-
money.   
 
Large high-quality, 40 mm neodymium acoustic drivers offer an excellent detailed, wide band 
wireless sound with the option of hi-resolution sound quality (HRA accredited 24bit /96kHz) via the 
supplied detachable line-in audio cable.  
 
The H9505 features Philips’ advanced ANC system, while much time and effort has also been spent 
on the design of the ear cushions and driver enclosures to ensure excellent passive noise isolation. 
 
Bluetooth 5.0 technology combines with Google Fast Pair to offer easy connection to an Android 
device. 
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Ease of use is guaranteed thanks touch controls with swipe, tap, and press action. Alternatively, a 
Push-to-talk facility allows hands-free, voice assistance via either Google Assistant or Siri. 
 
The H9505 also offers long battery life, with 20 hours playtime – whether ANC is on or off – and 
the option of a quick charge, with a 15 minutes charge-time giving an extra one-hour of use via the 
supplied USB-C cable. 
 
Commenting on the new range Benoit Burette, Director of product strategy and planning at TP 
Vision said: ‘The new ANC range represents classic Philips products in offering excellent performance, design 
and build quality, all together in a package with exceptional value. Our new ANC products will allow music 
lovers to enjoy a clear step-up in all-round quality without requiring them to break their budget’.  
 
About TP Vision 
 
TP Vision Europe B.V. (‘TP Vision’) is registered in the Netherlands, with its head office in Amsterdam.  
TP Vision is a wholly owned company of TPV Technology Limited (‘TPV’), which is one of the world’s 
leading monitor and TV manufacturers.  
 
TP Vision is a consumer electronics key player in TV and audio entertainment. TP Vision concentrates 
on developing, manufacturing and marketing Philips-branded TV sets (Europe, Russia, Middle East, 
South America, India and selected countries in Asia-Pacific) and Philips-branded audio products 
(Globally) under trademark license by Koninklijke Philips N.V. We combine the strong Philips brand 
with our product development and design expertise, operational excellence, and industry footprint 
of TPV. We believe in creating products that offer a superior audio and visual experience for 
consumers. 
 
Follow us on Twitter: @TPVision 
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